REMINDER: Local Constitutional Scholars from Both Sides of the Political Spectrum Debate Impeachment

Local Angles and Interviews Available During Tomorrow’s Hearings

CLEVELAND - November 18th, 2019 - CMBA continues to provide thought leadership around all aspects of the impeachment discussion. On Tuesday, November 19, 2019 at 12:30pm, join us for a Hot Talk and bring your questions about Articles of Impeachment.

Moderator Marisa Darden leads this discussion of the impeachment process as The House moves into the second week of hearings. Darden is the co-chair of CMBA’s Criminal Law Section and a Principal with Squire Patton Boggs.

Panelist Reginald Oh is a Professor of Law at the Cleveland Marshall College of Law, specializing in constitutional law and civil procedure. Panelist Jonathan Adler is a Professor of Law at the Case Western Reserve School of Law. Adler is an author and legal commentator featured in national media. Oh and Darden have different political perspectives about the possibility of impeachment, both based on constitutional study.

If you can’t join us in person, you can watch and listen to the discussion via Facebook Live. Media can contact Brennan Donnellan at 513-309-0127 for arrangements.
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